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This invention relates to spark plugs for in 
ternal combustion _engines and the object thereof 
is to provide a novel, simple, practical and eco 
nomical spark plug having greater efliciency and 
which provides two separate spark gaps that oper 
ate simultaneously and insure ignition of the com 
pressed gases within a combustion cylinder. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

ì spark plug with an insulator having two firing 
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ends, each having a metal electrode which are in 
sulated from each other to form a spark gap and 
one of which is so positioned as to form a spark 
gap in conjunction with an electrode or point car 
ried by the metallic shell of the plug so as to give 
a double spark and insure operation of the plug 
as well as the ignition of the gases even if one of 
the spark gaps should be fouled or shorted, in that 
the other one will produce the necessary ignition 
spark. - ` 

A still further object of the inventionis to pro 
vide a spark plug which is an improvement upon 
the device shown in my prior Patent No. 2,136,206, 
ofNovember 8, 1938, in that the same is adapted 
to better withstand the heat ranges to which sub 
jected in modern automobileengines or the like. 
Further objects and advantages will appear and 

be brought out more fully in the following specifi 
cation, reference being had to the accompanying 
drawingin which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a spark plug em 
bodying the invention, the same being partly in 
section; 

Fig. 2 is a central longitudinal section view 
through a portion of the device; ' 

Fig. 3 is a bottom view; and 
Figs. 4 and 5 are sectional views taken on the 

lines 4-4 and 5-5 of Fig. 1. 
Referring more particularly to the drawing, the 

spark plug is shown as comprising the usual 
metallic shell 9 with a cylindrical bore adapted to 
take a porcelain or other dielectric insulator IIJ, 
preferably of cylindrical cross-section and split 
at the ñring end as at I I or bifurcated to provide 
two cylindrical or otherwise formed firing ends I2 
and I3, one of which is shorter than the other. 
In the form shown, the end I2 is shorter than the 
end I3 so that the latter projects slightly beyond 
the former within the firing end of the shell 9. 
The insulator I0 has an axial internal longitu 

dinal bore adapted to take an electrode I4, which 
K is thus insulated and connected to a binding ter 
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minal I5 by which connection is made to a source 
of current supply in the usual manner. In order 
to dispose the electrode I4 in the end portion I2, 
the bore and the electrode are both oiïset or bent 

<01'. 12s-169) 
laterally, as indicated at I6 and then extended 
parallel to the 'axis centrally through _the endpor 
tion I2 to provide a firing point. Another elec 
trode Il is merely anchored in a bore in the porce 
lain parallel to the v'adjacent end portion of the 
electrode I4 centrally in the firing end I3 and may 
be anchored by disposing the bore and inner end 
thereof in a laterally'curved direction as indicated 
at I8 and also to maintain the space and insula 
tion between the two electrodes'to prevent short 
circuiting or jumping .of the spark between the 
electrodes within the insulator. The other end of 
the electrode I 'l projects beyond the firing end I2 
and thisouter end extends orcurves as at I9 over 
the space between the firing ends and terminates 
in an axial direction spaced from the adjacent fir 
ing end of the electrode "I4 to provide a spark 
gap 20. ' _ 

An electrode or firing point 2| is anchored at 
22 to the end portion of the metallic shell 9 in the 
customary way and extends over the curved por 
tionl I9 and in spaced relation thereto in a radial 
direction to provide a spark gap 23 so that a dou 

. ble spark gap is thus provided giving a double in 
terruptionwith two firing ends and two electrodes, 
each insulated from the other so that if one is not 
operating, due to shorting or fouling from carbon 
deposit or otherwise, the other will provide the 
necessary spark as insurance against fouling and 
thereby maintain ignition and combustion of the 
compressed gases within the cylinder provided 
with the plug. vThis device will ordinarily give a 
hotter, cleaner and whiter spark and will take care 
of all heat ranges to which ordinarily subjected in 
a modern gasoline motor or internal combustion 
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engine, especially where high test and lead treated ` 
or ethyl gasoline is used. 
While the shell and other parts of the plug may 

be of any desirable construction, the insulator is 
preferably so formed that the firing end which is 
provided with a plurality, preferably two, spaced 
individual portions'for each electrode, is of re 
duced size relative to the intermediate portion, 
thus forming a shoulder 24 abutted by a corre 
sponding shoulder of the insulator at its enlarged 
portion 25. The end portion 26 is formed with a 
wrench surface and is internally threaded as at 21 
to take the externally threaded portion 28 of a 
sleeve nut 29, thus securing the parts in assembled 
relation owing to the engagement of the inner end 
of the portion 28 with the shoulder 30 of the in 
sulator. The threaded end 3l is designed to an 
chor the spark plug in a cylinder head with a 
suitable interposed packing or gasket. 
The operation .of the invention is believed to 
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be obvious but it may be explained that the pro 
vision of two firing ends, each of which has a 
metallic electrode in the center, produces a spark 
gap between said electrodes and an additional 
spark gap is produced between one of these elec 
trodes and that carried by the shell, all of which 
are insulated from each other. In the normal 
spark gap of the device, it will be seen thatÍ two 
gaps are at once provided for the spark and the 
resulting operation is such that` a much more 
efiicient and hotter spark is provided. Further 
more, upon the failure of either gap to function 
due to shorting or fouling, the plug will con 
tinue to operate efficiently inasmuch as the re 
maining gap is certain to become operative and 
thus the life is greatly extended and its eñi 
ciency materially improved. Also, by eliminat 
ing the necessity of employing bushings, the 
structure is simplified and made more econom 
ical and will better withstand the heat ranges 
to which spark plugs are subjected in modern 
engines since the parts are better insulated from 
each other particularly within the insulator and 
at the electrodes or ñring ends. « 
While I have illustrated and described the pre 

ferred form of construction for carrying my in 
vention into effect, this is capable of variation 
and modiñcation without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. I, therefore, do not wish 
to be limited to the precise details of construc 
tion set forth, but desire to avail myself of such 
variations and modifications as come within the 
scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is: 

1. In a spark plug, including a shell, an insu 
lator in the shell, a central electrode extending 
through the insulator offset adjacent its firing 
end and projecting therefrom at its firing end, 
another electrode anchored in the insulator at 
its firing end in spaced relation to the first elec 
trode and extending diametrically to provide a 
spark gap therebetween where the first electrode 
projects from the insulator, and an electrode 
carried by the shell in spaced relation to one 
of said first named electrodes to provide an ad 
ditional spark gap. 

2. In a spark plug, an insulator adapted to 
be received within a metallic shell and having 
diametrically spaced firing ends spaced apart at 
the center of the plug and insulator, one pro 

2,226,711 
jectíng beyond the other, electrodes in said fir 
ing ends, one of said electrodes extending 
through the insulator and having means for 
connection with a source of electrical energy, 
both electrodes being olf center in the insulator 
at the portion thereof adjacent the firing end 
and another electrode mounted on the shell and 
extending ̀ in spaced relation to one of the first 
named electrodes to provide a second spark gap. 

3. A spark plug including a metallic shell, an 
insulator therein having spaced ñring ends po 
sitioned side by side, one projecting beyond the 
other, an electrode extendingv through the in 
sulator and offset to project through one firing 
end, another electrode extending partially into 
the insulator and extending in close proximity 
to the aforesaid electrode to provide a spark gap, 
and another electrode on the shell extending 
substantially normally to the second mentioned 
electrode to provide a second spark gap. 

4. A spark plug comprising a metallic shell 
having a first electrode in a side portion there 
of, a second central electrode insulated from said 
shell and adapted to be connected to a source 
of potential and forming a spark gap with said 
first electrode, a third single auxiliary electrode 
having a portion positioned in said spark gap 
in spaced relation to said first and second elec 
trodes, and a mounting for said auxiliary elec 
trode insulated from said first and second elec 
trodes, said mounting including an insulator 
having laterally spaced end portions receiving 
the second and auxiliary electrodes therethrough 
Within said shell. 

5. A spark plug comprising a metallic cylin 
drical shell having an electrode extending ra 
dially inwardly adjacent the cylindrical end 
thereof, a dielectric having spaced firing ends, a 
central bore and a cylindrical exterior portion 
adapted to fit within said shell, an electrode in 
one firing end of said dielectric having an end 
portion spaced from said first mentioned elec 
trode and a single auxiliary electrode of uniform 
smallv diameter also in said dielectric in the 
other‘firing end in insulated spaced relation to 
the second electrode and having its end portion 
terminating between said first and second elec 
trodes, said shell and dielectric having corre 
lated shoulders adapted for interñtting engage 
ment. 

THOMAS DUKELOW. 
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